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Abstract. Oxidative stress is implicated in the pathogenesis and progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its earlier stage,
amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI). One source of oxidative stress in AD and aMCI brains is that associated with
amyloid-� peptide, A�1-42 oligomers. Our laboratory first showed in AD elevated oxidative stress occurred in brain regions
rich in A�1-42, but not in A�1-42-poor regions, and was among the first to demonstrate A� peptides led to lipid peroxidation
(indexed by HNE) in AD and aMCI brains. Oxidatively modified proteins have decreased function and contribute to damaged
key biochemical and metabolic pathways in which these proteins normally play a role. Identification of oxidatively modified
brain proteins by the methods of redox proteomics was pioneered in the Butterfield laboratory. Four recurring altered
pathways secondary to oxidative damage in brain from persons with AD, aMCI, or Down syndrome with AD are interrelated
and contribute to neuronal death. This “Quadrilateral of Neuronal Death” includes altered: glucose metabolism, mTOR
activation, proteostasis network, and protein phosphorylation. Some of these pathways are altered even in brains of persons
with preclinical AD. We opine that targeting these pathways pharmacologically and with lifestyle changes potentially may
provide strategies to slow or perhaps one day, prevent, progression or development of this devastating dementing disorder.
This invited review outlines both in vitro and in vivo studies from the Butterfield laboratory related to A�1-42 and AD and
discusses the importance and implications of some of the major achievements of the Butterfield laboratory in AD research.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid beta-peptide 1–42, glucose metabolism, mTOR activation, oxidative stress, protein
phosphorylation, proteostasis

The editors of The Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease
(JAD) invited Professor Butterfield to contribute a
review article focused on the importance and impli-
cations of his laboratory’s research over the years.
According to the editors of JAD, this invitation was
based on an assessment that our laboratory was one of
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the journal’s top authors and a pioneer in the concept
of oxidative stress as a major contributor to the patho-
genesis and progression of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Consequently, what follows is largely a compilation
of some of our studies related to amyloid-� peptide
(A�) and its oxidative and neurotoxic properties and
our studies related to oxidative and nitrosative stress
in brains of subjects with AD, amnestic mild cogni-
tive impairment (aMCI), and preclinical AD (PCAD).
Because of this focus per the instructions of the JAD
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editors, most of the work discussed emanated from
our laboratory. This focus is not meant to suggest that
other laboratories have not contributed to the themes
of this article, but as noted, our laboratory is recog-
nized by JAD to be a major player in areas of the
focus of this paper. Moreover, alternative hypotheses
of A�-mediated oxidative stress have been proposed,
but a complete review of the amyloid hypothesis is
beyond the scope of this review. Following a brief
introduction to AD, the content of this review paper
is organized by in vitro studies, then in vivo studies,
and concluding with a discussion of the implications
and importance of the research from the Butterfield
laboratory to the understanding of the pathogenesis
and progression of AD.

BACKGROUND OF ALZHEIMER’S
DISEASE

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is an age-associated,
neurodegenerative disorder characterized clinically
by progressive cognitive decline and pathologically
by the presence of senile plaques (composed mostly
of A� surrounded by dystrophic neurites), by the
presence of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs, composed
of hyperphosphorylated tau protein), and by loss of
synapses. Currently, it is estimated that AD affects 5.5
million Americans and it is the 6th leading cause of
death in the United States, but it is projected that the
number of Americans living with AD will increase to
16 million by 2050. The cost of care of this number
of patients and lost productivity of patients and care-
givers is estimated to be between 1–2 trillion US $
annually [1]. In our view, this is a public health crisis
unless means are determined to slow the onset of this
disorder. Given that the average time between diag-
nosis and death is 8–10 years, delaying the onset of
AD by 5 years instantly cuts the number of patients in
half. In order to find a means of achieving this goal,
basic research into the underlying pathophysiology
of this disease is necessary. Our laboratory has con-
tributed to this effort by discovery of oxidative stress
associated with A� peptide.

AMYLOID-� PEPTIDE AND OXIDATIVE
STRESS IN VITRO

Aβ-mediated free radical generation in solution

Early studies from our laboratory utilized electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) to study the properties

of A� in solution [2–9]. At the time, no hypothe-
sis had been proposed to integrate the aggregation
and neurotoxic properties of synthetic A�, shown
by A�1-40 and exacerbated in A�25-35, with the
observed biochemistry in AD brain. However, spin
trapping studies utilizing highly purified N-tert-butyl-
�-phenylnitrone (PBN) showed that both A�1-40 and
A�25-35 independently induced the conversion of
PBN from the non-paramagnetic nitrone to the stable,
paramagnetic nitroxide in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS), which could only happen by reaction with a
free radical. Consistent with its accelerated aggrega-
tion and neurotoxic properties, A�25-35 resulted in a
characteristic EPR signal within minutes and reached
maximum intensity within 1 h, while A�1-40 required
3 h to produce a similar PBN signal which reached
maximum intensity at 6 h [2]. Similar to A�1-40,
A�1-42 was also shown to yield an EPR signal in this
system [10]. These results persisted in the presence
of metal chelators in all solutions employed indi-
cating that A�-induced free radical formation was
independent of redox metals; moreover, the reverse
sequence of A�1-40, A�40-1, did not lead to a signal,
even though any potential contaminants of neuro-
toxic A�1-40 that would produce a free radical would
be present in the latter, non-neurotoxic peptide [11,
12]. Molecular oxygen was a requirement for radical
formation since all signals disappeared if nitrogen-
saturated solutions were employed. These results
led us to propose our hypothesis that A� oligomer-
induced free radical generation plays a causative role
in the pathogenesis of AD and that methionine 35,
as the only redox active amino acid of this peptide,
plays a critical role in its neurotoxic chemistry [2].

Oxidative stress

Protein oxidation and lipid peroxidation are con-
sequences of oxidative stress due to imbalance that
occurs at a molecular/cellular level when free radical
production exceeds antioxidant scavenging capac-
ity [13, 14]. Protein oxidation is indexed by protein
carbonyls [13] and 3-nitrotyrosine [15], while mea-
sures of lipid peroxidation include protein-bound
4-hydroxy-2-trans-nonenal (HNE) [16].

Reactive oxygen species
Production of intracellular reactive oxygen species

(ROS) can be detected by the conversion of 2,3-
dichlorofluorescin to 2,3-dichlorofluorescein (DCF)
and subsequent increase in fluorescence. A�1-40
increases intracellular ROS in hippocampal neurons
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[11, 17, 18] and in cortical synaptosomes [19]. More
recent research has shown that DCF has some issues
related to potential artifacts [20], but since the reverse
peptide did not lead to a signal, the conclusions
reached using DCF likely are sound.

Protein oxidation
A�25-35, A�1-40, and A�1-42 were shown to induce

significant increases in protein carbonyls in cortical
synaptosomes [21–23], cultured hippocampal neu-
rons [9, 10, 17, 18, 24, 25], primary neuronal cultures
[12, 19, 26–30], and cultured astrocytes [31, 32].

Increased protein resident 3-nitrotyrosine was
detected in primary neuronal culture [30, 33, 34]
and cortical synaptosomes [21] and mitochondria
[22] treated with A�1-42. Primary neuronal cultures
from APP/PS1 human double mutant knock-in mice
showed an increased susceptibility to exogenous
A�1-42 mediated oxidative and nitrosative stress [35].

Antioxidants were tested in vitro and showed
protection against A�1-42-induced ROS and protein
oxidation. DCF fluorescence in hippocampal cul-
ture was modulated by pretreatment with vitamin
E [36, 37]. Vitamin E [28, 36–38], propyl gallate
[17], �-glutamyl cysteine ethyl ester (GCEE) [29],
and tricyclodecan-9-xanthogenate (D609) [39] were
shown to prevent A�1-42 mediated protein carbonyl
formation, while low molecular weight thiol amides
including N-acetyl cysteine amide (AD4), N-acetyl
glycine cysteine amide (AD7), and N-acetyl-Cys-
Gly-Pro-Cys-amide (CB4) [30], acetyl-L-carnitine
[33], and quercetin [34] were shown to prevent both
protein carbonyl and 3NT formation. In vivo admin-
istration of D609 [21] and ferulic acid ethyl ester
(FAEE) [23] were both independently shown to abro-
gate A�1-42-mediated increase in protein carbonyls
and 3NT in subsequently isolated synaptosomes. In
vivo administration of D609 also prevented A�1-42-
induced protein carbonyl and 3NT formation in
mitochondria [22].

Lipid peroxidation
In what we believe was the first demonstration that

A� peptides could lead to lipid peroxidation, EPR
studies utilizing nitroxyl stearate spin labels inserted
into the lipid bilayers of rodent neocortical synapto-
somes demonstrated that A�25-35 rapidly quenched
the paramagnetic signal of 12-nitroxyl stearate (12-
NS), a spin label that embeds deep within the lipid
bilayer, but not the paramagnetic signal of 5-nitroxyl
stearate (5-NS) whose nitroxide moiety is located
near the lipid-water interface. The reverse sequence

A�35-25 had little effect on either spin label showing
that A�25-35 had the ability to embed in the lipid
bilayer and induce lipid peroxidation through free
radical generation [3]. Consistent with the notion that
a free radical event in the bilayer following A� addi-
tion occurred, we postulated that the free radical in
the 12-NS spin label was reduced by a free radi-
cal associated with A�, resulting in loss of the EPR
signal. Pretreatment with chain-breaking antioxidant
vitamin E prevented this A�25-35-induced decreased
12-NS signal intensity [40], further supporting this
notion. A�25-35 was further shown to display hydro-
gen peroxide-like reactivity and was also shown
to decrease the W/S ratio of the protein-specific
spin label, 4-maleimido-tempo (MAL-6) bound to
rodent cortical synaptosomes. MAL-6 reacts cova-
lently with the thiol of cysteine residues resulting in
spin label covalently bound in deep pockets of pro-
teins where steric hindrance limits rotation of the spin
label (S-site) or near the protein surface in more sol-
vent exposed sites with higher mobility (W-sites). A
decrease in W/S ratio (based on the EPR spectrum)
indicates that A� induces conformational changes in
membrane protein structure [7]. Lipid peroxidation
occurred more quickly than protein oxidation follow-
ing A� addition to synaptic membrane preparations.

We investigated the effects of the lipid peroxidation
product HNE in cortical synaptsomes and compared
its chemistry to that of A�25-35. HNE decreased the
W/S ratio of MAL-6 similar to A�25-35; however,
pretreatment with vitamin E prevented the effect of
A�25-35, but not HNE since this reactive alkenal is
not a free radical. Additionally, pretreatment with
vitamin E significantly prevented A�25-35-induced
increased protein carbonyls in cortical synaptosomes
and decreased cell viability in cultured hippocam-
pal neurons. Taken together, these results showed
that HNE significantly affects the conformation of
membrane proteins and increases protein carbonyls in
cortical synaptosomes while decreasing cell survival
in cultured hippocampal neurons, similar to A�25-35,
but by a different mechanism which does not involve
generation of free radicals [41].

In addition to A�25-35 and A�1-40, the more neuro-
toxic A�1-42 also induced not only protein oxidation,
but also lipid peroxidation as measured by protein-
bound HNE in primary neuronal culture [26–28].
Increased protein-bound HNE following addition of
these A� peptides was prevented by pretreatment
with vitamin E [26–28], low molecular weight thiol
amides [30], acetyl-L-carnitine [33], and quercetin
[34]. Moreover, A�1-42 induced loss of phospho-
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lipid asymmetry [42], consistent with our findings
in AD and aMCI discussed further below [43].
In vivo administration of both D609 and FAEE inde-
pendently protected against this A�1-42-mediated
loss of phospholipid asymmetry in cortical synap-
tosomes [42], consistent with free radical processes.

To investigate the role of the secondary structure
of the peptide contributing to the oxidative stress
associated with A�1-42, we performed the following
study [25]. Reasoning that like essentially all type I
proteins in membrane lipid bilayers, A�1-42 would
adopt a helical conformation, subsequently demon-
strated by others [44], and noting that helices exhibit
the i + 4 rule in which every 4th amino acid inter-
acts with each other, we hypothesized that Ile-31 of
A�1-42 would interact with the Met-35 residue of this
neurotoxic peptide. Using NMR, the carbonyl oxy-
gen atom of Ile-31 was shown to be within a van
der Waals distance from the S-atom of Met-35 [45].
Since O is more electronegative than S, the electron
density of the lone pair of electrons on the S-atom
of Met-35 would be drawn toward the O-atom of
Ile-31 (Fig. 1). This would make one of these two
electrons susceptible to a one-electron oxidation by
an oxidant, creating a transient free radical on the
S-atom of Met-35. The dipole moment of the alpha-
helix of A�1-42 in the bilayer could stabilize this
sulfuranyl free radical long enough to allow it to
abstract a labile allylic H-atom on the acyl chain of
phospholipids, the first step in the process of lipid per-
oxidation. The resulting SH+ is an acid with pKa of
minus 5, meaning any nearby base can easily remove
the H+, forming Met again. In other words, this is
a catalytic process in which the Met-35 of A�1-42
is the catalyst. Note that the carbon-centered free
radical on the acyl chain of phospholipids following
allylic hydrogen atom abstraction immediately binds
paramagnetic molecular oxygen (two unpaired elec-
trons), which by virtue of its zero dipole moment,
is non-polar and highly soluble in the low dielectric
medium of the hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer.
Radical-radical recombination reactions are among
the fastest known reactions, and in this case molecu-
lar oxygen reaction with the C-centered radical on the
acyl chain of phospholipids leads to a lipid peroxyl
free radical (COO·). This latter free radical abstracts
another allylic hydrogen atom resulting in a lipid
hydroperoxide (COOH) functionality. It is this moi-
ety in the lipid bilayer that decomposes into HNE
among other products [13, 14]. The dipole moment
of helical A�1-42, by virtue of its longer length, is
larger than that of A�1-40, meaning that stability of

the sulfuranyl radical on the S-atom of Met-35 would
be higher with A�1-42 than A�1-40, providing more
time for this radical to initiate lipid peroxidation by
abstraction of a nearby labile allylic H-atom from the
acyl chain of phospholipids. Such a scenario could
conceivably provide a contribution to the more neu-
rotoxic properties of the former over the latter. To test
our proposed mechanism of the role of the helical
nature of A�1-42 in the lipid bilayer contributing to
the production of a free radical on its Met-35 residue,
we used A�1-42I31P, in which Ile-31 was replaced by
the helix-breaking amino acid proline, and observed
no oxidative stress, no lipid peroxidation, and no
neurotoxicity compared to native A�1-42, supporting
our proposed mechanism [25]. As discussed further
below, we provide additional evidence that the single
Met residue of A�1-42 is the major site of oxidative
stress associated with this peptide.

Aβ-mediated oxidative stress is modulated by
apolipoprotein E

Cortical synaptosomes of apolipoprotein E (apoE)
knock-out mice are more vulnerable to A�1-40-
induced protein oxidation and lipid peroxidation
as indexed by protein carbonyls and protein-bound
HNE [46, 47]. ApoE isoforms modulate A�1-42
protein oxidation and lipid peroxidation in targeted-
replacement knock-in mice in an allele specific
manner with A�1-42-inducing the most cumula-
tive oxidative damage in mice expressing human
apoE �4 followed by apoE �3, while apoE �2 did
not exhibit any significant change in ROS gen-
eration, lipid peroxidation, nor protein oxidation
compared to wild-type (WT) mice, suggesting that
apoE-associated risk of AD may be related to the
relationship between the apoE isoform and A� [48].

Aβ-induced protein oxidation and loss of function

Both A�1-40 and A�25-35 selectively mediated
a significant reduction in Na+/K+-ATPase activ-
ity prior to neuronal degeneration in cultured rat
hippocampal neurons, while Na+/Ca2+ exchange
activity remained unchanged and oubain-insensitive
Mg2+-ATPase activity remained unaffected. The
significant decrease in Na+/K+-ATPase activity
induced by A�25-35 occurred prior to a signifi-
cant increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration.
Pretreatment with vitamin E or propylgallate sig-
nificantly attenuated the A�25-35-induced loss in
Na+/K+-ATPase activity, increased intracellular
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Fig. 1. Oligomeric A�1-42 in the lipid bilayer maintains an �-helical secondary structure in which the carbonyl oxygen of Ile-31 interacts
with the sulfur atom of Met-35 drawing electron density away from the sulfur atom increasing vulnerability to oxidants in the lipid bilayer.
Such a one-electron oxidation of the sulfur atom initiates a catalytic cycle in which the resulting sulfuranyl free radical (S+) can abstract a
labile allylic H-atom from the acyl chain of a phospholipid in the membrane forming a lipid radical which reacts with molecular oxygen to
yield a lipid peroxyl free radical (ROO·). The lipid peroxyl free radical propagates the reaction by abstracting an additional hydrogen atom
to yield a lipid peroxide (ROOH) which can decompose to form HNE as a lipid peroxidation byproduct that can subsequently lead to protein
oxidation. Alternatively, the sulfuranyl free radical can abstract a H-atom from a membrane protein directly initiating protein oxidation.
Mutation of Ile-31 to Pro breaks this �-helical interaction and subsequent A�1-42 initiated free radical lipid and protein oxidation indicating
the importance of this interaction in the Met-35-mediated free radical chemistry of A�1-42.
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Ca2+ concentration, and neuronal death. A�25-35 was
also shown to impair Na+/K+-ATPase and Ca2+-
ATPase activity in synaptosomes prepared from
neurologically normal adult hippocampus [49].

As discussed above, A�1-42 induces loss of phos-
pholipid asymmetry in cortical synaptosomes [42]
and similar loss of phospholipid asymmetry in AD
and aMCI brain also was demonstrated [43] as dis-
cussed further below. Phospholipid asymmetry of
phosphatidylserine primarily is maintained by the
activity of flippase (i.e., ATP-dependent aminophos-
pholipid translocase; Mg2+ ATPase) [50]. Flippase
activity is significantly decreased in cortical synapto-
somes treated with A�1-42; however, this is abrogated
by in vivo administration with D609 or FAEE sug-
gesting A�42-induced oxidation of flippase may lead
to loss of function [42].

Glutamine synthase (GS) activity is significantly
impaired by A�1-40 in solution [51], in hippocam-
pal culture treated with A�1-40 [17, 51] and in
cortical synaptosomes treated with A�25-35 [2]. Co-
incubation of exogenous GS and A�1-40 exacerbates
the neurotoxic properties of A�1-40 in hippocampal
culture [17] due to disruption of A� fibril formation
and partial fragmentation of A�1-40 [52] providing
evidence of the toxicity of small soluble oligomers.
GS is significantly carbonylated by A�25-35 in solu-
tion and correlates with significant loss in activity
[53]. Taken together, these early studies showed that
A�-induced oxidation of GS leads to loss of function
and suggest that decreased GS activity in AD brain
[54, 55] could be due to the effects of A� in vivo.
Consistent with this suggestion, our group developed
a spin label assay to determine GS oxidative structural
alteration (and therefore functional alterations) [55].
GS has numerous Cys residues, the primary binding
site for the spin label, MAL-6 (which was discussed
above). We could fit the binding of MAL-6 to GS
to a second-order kinetics rate equation, the slope
of which was considerably smaller in previously oxi-
dized GS, likely due to oxidation of the –SH moieties
of the Cys residues in this protein. Addition of MAL-6
to GS isolated from AD brain showed a slope similar
to that of the oxidized GS, consistent with the oxida-
tion of this protein in AD brain as we determined by
redox proteomics [56].

Creatine kinase (CK) BB isoform activity is signif-
icantly decreased in cortical synaptosomes incubated
with A�25-35 [2] and in cultured hippocampal neu-
rons treated with A�25-35 or A�1-40 even though
CK expression was significantly increased [18,
24]. Pretreatment with vitamin E protected against

A�25-35-induced loss of CK activity suggesting loss
of function was due to oxidative modification of CK
[36]. These results are consistent with observation
of increased carbonylation of CK and decreased CK
activity in AD brain [57].

A�25-35-mediated decreased glutamate uptake was
prevented by pretreatment with the vitamin E ana-
logue trolox in cultured rat hippocampal astrocytes.
A�25-35 significantly increased protein carbonyls and
decreased GS activity in astrocytes [31, 32]. A�1-42
induced oxidation of the glial glutamate transporter,
GLT-1, in cortical synaptosomes assessed by signif-
icantly elevated protein-bound HNE consistent with
oxidation of GLT-1 [58] and decreased GLT-1 activ-
ity in AD brain [59]. Synaptic membrane proteins
covalently modified by HNE have altered confor-
mations and likely altered function as a result [60].
Glial glutamate transport is important for removal
of glutamate from the synapse, and decreased GS
activity indicates an inability to efficiently convert
glutamate into glutamine. Taken together inhibition
of glutamate transport and impaired GS activity could
lead to excitotoxicty and neuronal death [61]. Like-
wise, activity of choline acetyltansferase (ChAT), the
enzyme which catalyzes the rate-determining step in
acetylcholine synthesis, is decreased by A�1-42 [62]
and in AD brain [63]. A�1-42 led to increased levels
of protein-bound HNE oxidation of ChAT in cortical
synaptosomes [64].

Taken together, these studies provide evidence
for the role of A�1-42 mediated oxidative damage
that induces conformational changes in cytosolic and
membrane proteins resulting in loss of function and
have relevance to oxidative damage observed in aMCI
and AD brain [65].

Aβ-mediated protein oxidation: A redox
proteomics approach

The Butterfield laboratory pioneered the use of
redox proteomics [56, 66] as described further below
and applied the technique to study the consequences
of protein oxidation in in vitro models of A�1-42-
induced oxidative stress. Dihydropyrimidase-related
protein 2 (DRP-2), glial fibrillary acidic protein, and
�-actin were found to be specifically significantly
oxidized in cortical synaptosomes treated with
A�1-42 [67], while 14-3-3 zeta, glyceraldehyde-
3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), pyruvate
kinase, and malate dehydrogenase were found to
be significantly oxidatively carbonylated in primary
neuronal cultures treated with A�1-42 [39, 68].
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Pretreatment with GCEE or D609 abrogated oxida-
tion of these vulnerable proteins [39, 68]. Proteins
identified to be oxidized by A�1-42 in in vitro models
are consistent with proteins identified to be oxidized
in either AD or aMCI brain [56, 66, 69–74; reviewed
in 75–77].

Aβ-mediated oxidative stress and neurotoxicity:
The role of met 35

The critical role of methionine 35 in A� free rad-
ical generation has been previously reviewed [28,
78–80]. This oxidation of Met-35 was prevented by
co-incubation with the free radical scavenger PBN
demonstrating the oxidation of Met-35 is free-radical
dependent [4]. A� peptides with scrambled [2, 32, 49,
51] or reversed [2, 3, 10, 51] amino acid sequences
exhibited no oxidative stress and neurotoxicity in
vitro. Deletion of Met-35 in A�25-35, A�25-34, pre-
vented free radical production, protein oxidation,
and neurotoxicity exhibited by A�25-35 [9]. Sub-
stitution of Met-35 of A�25-35, A�1-40, or A�1-42
by noreleucine, which replaced the sulfur moiety of
Met with a methylene group (-CH2-), ameliorated
the oxidative stress and neurotoxic properties [9, 10].
Conversion of the C-terminal carboxylate of A�25-35
to an amide moiety resulted in loss of the neurotoxic
and oxidative properties of the peptide. Additionally,
oxidation of the methionine thiol group to a sulfox-
ide also abrogated these properties in both A�25-35
and A�1-42 [12]. A�25-35 was shown to accelerate
and exacerbate the oxidative and neurotoxic effects
compared to A�1-40 and A�1-42, which we proposed
to be a consequence of Met-35 being the C-terminal
amino acid in A�25-35, and therefore ability to form
a sulfuranyl free radical more quickly [12, 18]. As
discussed below, in vivo studies of human A�1-42 in
worms or mice models also demonstrated the key role
of Met-35 of A�1-42 in the oxidative stress properties
of this neurotoxic peptide [10, 81].

The histidine residues at positions 6, 13, and 14
were proposed to be a Cu2+ binding domain on
which reduction of Cu2+ could initiate peptide radi-
calization [82, 83]; however, our studies showed that
substitution of these residues in A�1-42 by tyrosine,
which binds Cu2+ with at least two orders of mag-
nitude less affinity than His, did not ameliorate the
oxidative and neurotoxic properties of the peptide
[11]. These results suggest that Cu2+ reduction is
not a requirement for peptide-mediated radicaliza-
tion [28]. Rodent A�1-42 was also investigated as it
possesses mutations within the Cu2+ binding domain

in the N-terminus of the peptide (arginine 5, tyrosine
10, and histidine 13 to glycine, phenylalanine, and
arginine, respectively). Rodent A�1-42 was shown
to have decreased Cu2+ reduction yet significant
protein oxidation and lipid peroxidation which was
inhibited by pretreatment with vitamin E, similar to
A�1-42 [26].

Based on predictions of computational studies
[84, 85], additional synthetic peptide substitutions
were tested in vitro. Glycine 33 was proposed to
play a role in A�1-42 free radical propagation by
methionine sulfuranyl free radical abstraction of the
�-hydrogen of Gly 33 [84]. Mutation of glycine 33
to valine, A�1-42G33V, diminished the free radical-
induced oxidative stress and neurotoxic properties of
the peptide indicating the potential involvement of
Gly-33, but the mutant peptide still resulted in oxida-
tive damage and neurotoxicity compared to control
[19]. Phenylalanine 20 was proposed to play a role in
long distance electron transfer between a sulfuranyl
radical of Met-35 and Cu2+ bound in the N-terminus
of the peptide [85]. Substitution of Phe-20 by alanine,
A�1-42F20A, was shown to significantly decrease
Cu2+ reduction, but did not alter the oxidative stress
and neurotoxic properties of the peptide [27].

As noted above, the role of the �-helical sec-
ondary structure of the C-terminus of A�1-42
was investigated. Mutation of Ile-31 to proline,
A�1-42I31P resulted in abrogation of A�1-42-induced
neurotoxicity and oxidative damage, indicating that
helix-associated interactions between Ile-31 and
Met-35 play an important role [25].

Mutation of glycine 37 to aspartate, A�1-42G37D,
introduced a highly negative charge, causing removal
of Met-35 from the lipid bilayer. Consistent with the
notion that with such a modified peptide added to
membranes there would be no allylic H-atoms near
Met-35 for abstraction to initiate lipid peroxidation,
A�1-42G37D abolished the oxidative and neurotoxic
properties of A�1-42, suggesting that interaction of
Met-35 within the lipid bilayer is a requirement for
A�1-42-mediated lipid peroxidation [86]. This result
is consistent with the known requirement that the
free radical source needed to initiate lipid peroxi-
dation must be in the lipid bilayer [13] because of
the extremely short half-lives and reactivity of most
free radicals. A free radical source external to the
lipid bilayer would long since have reacted prior to
its entry to the lipid bilayer and could not initiate
lipid peroxidation [13, 14]. Consequently, A�1-42
oligomers must be inserted into the lipid bilayer
of brain cells to initiate lipid peroxidation, and we
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propose, based on this consideration and our experi-
mental evidence outlined above and below, that lipid
peroxidation, with subsequent production of HNE,
is the first damaging event to occur with A�1-42 in
AD brain.

IN VIVO STUDIES OF AD AND MODELS
THEREOF FROM THE BUTTERFIELD
LABORATORY

Oxidative stress in brain in subjects with AD
and aMCI

As discussed above, the three major indices of
oxidative and nitrosative stress used in our laboratory
are measures of protein oxidation (protein carbonyls;
3-nitrotyrosine, 3NT) and lipid peroxidation (protein-
bound HNE) [13]. Using brain regions obtained at
autopsy with a very short postmortem interval (2–4 h)
provided by the Alzheimer Disease Center of the
Sanders-Brown Center on Aging at the University
of Kentucky, our laboratory showed that protein car-
bonyls were elevated in brain of subjects with AD
in regions rich in A� but not elevated in A�-poor
cerebellum [87].

As noted above, lipid peroxidation in AD brain
was evidenced by elevated levels of HNE bound to
the glutamate transporter, GLT-1 (also called exci-
tatory amino acid transporter-2, EAAT2) [58]. This
oxidative modification of GLT-1 likely accounts for
decreased activity of this transporter in AD [59],
since we showed earlier that HNE binding to synap-
tic membrane proteins leads to altered conformation
[60], and essentially always leads to altered structure
and consequent altered function. Coupled to our ear-
lier studies showing that glutamine synthetase was
more oxidized in AD brain [55, 56, 88], HNE mod-
ification of GLT-1 suggests that at least two means
of removing glutamate from the synapse after neu-
rotransmission do not work well in AD brain. The
consequent increased synaptic glutamate would lead
to excitotoxicity [89].

One aspect of lipid peroxidation is loss of phos-
pholipid asymmetry in brain cell membranes. Using
a method by which fluorescently labeled phos-
phatidylserine (PtdSer), normally found on the inner
bilayer lammelae, could be detected on the outer
membrane bilayer lammelae, we reported that AD
brain had a profound loss of phospholipid asymmetry
evidenced by a large percentage of PtdSer on the outer
bilayer lammelae [43]. Such loss of phospholipid

asymmetry would have profound effects on trans-
membrane proteins, such as ion-motive ATPases,
which are known to be dysfunctional [49], and PtdSer
on the outside lamellae of lipid bilayers is a marker
for and possibly inducer of apoptosis [43]. Elevated
3NT in AD brain also was determined [70, 90]. Con-
sequently, AD brain is under significantly elevated
oxidative and nitrosative stress with altered function
of oxidatively modified proteins.

Similar studies were performed in brain of sub-
jects with aMCI. Elevated oxidative and nitrosative
stress and loss of phospholipid asymmetry in brain in
aMCI (also similarly obtained with short postmortem
interval) were performed in our laboratory and others
and demonstrate that long before dementia occurs in
the progression of AD oxidative and nitrosative stress
already are present [43, 72, 91–95].

Confirmation of oxidative stress in animal
models of AD

C. elegans
When the DNA of A�1-42 was inserted into C. ele-

gans using a muscle wall protein promoter, elevated
oxidative stress was observed evidenced by elevated
protein carbonyls [10] that correlated with the amount
of soluble A�1-42 present. When the codon for Met
in residue 35 of A�1-42 was replaced by a codon for
Cys, no oxidative stress was observed even though
the amount of A�1-42 deposited was similar to that
in worms with non-mutated A�1-42, consistent with
the discussion above on in vitro studies of A�1-42
that the single Met residue of this neurotoxic peptide
is critical to its oxidative stress properties in vivo as
well as in vitro [12]. This point is discussed further
below. In a second study [96], C. elegans with inser-
tion of a unique surveillance system that destroyed
the message of foreign genes, i.e., DNA of A�1-42,
were used. However, if these worms were raised at
a non-permissive temperature, the surveillance sys-
tem did not function and A�1-42 could be produced
for as long as the non-permissive temperature was
employed. That is, one could control the time dur-
ing which A�1-42 was produced. Using this system,
protein carbonlys were determined in these C. ele-
gans as a function of production time of A�1-42.
At 24 h following initiation of A�1-42 production,
protein carbonyls were highly significantly elevated,
and this correlated precisely with onset of a paral-
ysis phenotype. That is, A�1-42-mediated oxidation
of muscle wall proteins likely led to the observed
paralysis.
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Mouse models
a) Indices of oxidative and nitrosative stress in

brain of APP/PS-1 human double mutant knock-in
mice were significantly elevated as a function of age
(and therefore of increased A�1-42 production), and
these elevated indices correlated with the level of
soluble A�1-42 [97–99]. Providing N-acetylcysteine
(NAC), which supplies the rate-limiting substrate
(Cys) for the synthesis of the endogenous antioxi-
dant glutathione, in the drinking water for these mice
and corresponding WT mice for 5 months starting at
either 4 months or 7 months of age (to bracket the
time of A� deposition beginning significantly at 9
months of age) demonstrated significantly decreased
levels of protein carbonyls, protein-bound HNE, and
protein-resident 3NT in brain at both 9 months and
12 months of age in the APP/PS-1 human double
mutant knock-in mice [100]. These results are consis-
tent with an A�1-42-associated free radical oxidative
stress in brain of these knock-in mice. The reduction
of each oxidative or nitrosative stress parameter fol-
lowing NAC treatment was greater in the 9-month
old mice compared to 12-month old mice, consis-
tent with the notion that the earlier the treatment with
NAC in these mice, the more pronounced its protec-
tive effects in brain. Since NAC is FDA-approved for
acetaminophen overdose, we posit that NAC should
be considered as a possible adjuvant treatment for
persons diagnosed with either PCAD or aMCI. Based
on the results mentioned above, it is likely that NAC
use for late-stage AD would be much less effective.
Similar to what occurs in AD and aMCI brain, lipid
asymmetry is lost in brains of these mice as a function
of age [99].

b) Mice with two mutations in APP, namely the
Swedish/Indiana (Swe/Ind) mutations, also called the
J20 mouse, exhibited significantly elevated oxidative
stress in brain at 9 months of age, when pathology
was apparent [81, 101–103]. If a third mutation is
introduced into APP, namely substitution of Met-631
by Leu, which corresponds to the Met-35 residue of
A�1-42, and the mice aged to 9 months, no oxidative
stress occurred in brain compared to that of WT mice,
confirming the findings in the C. elegans studies and
showing for the first time in vivo in a mammalian
system that the single Met at residue-35 of A�1-42
is critical to the oxidative stress associated with this
neurotoxic peptide [81]. Pathologically, in contrast to
the numerous senile plaques in the J20 mouse brain,
the brain of the J20 mouse with A�1-42M35L sub-
stitution also deposit similar amounts of A�1-42 and
A�1-40 but only in punctate forms. This result con-

ceivably could support the notion that the Met residue
of A�1-42 is critical to plaque formation as well as
oxidative stress [81].

c) Seven days after in vivo injection of A�1-42
into rat forebrain, elevated oxidative stress in hip-
pocampus indexed by elevated protein carbonyls
was observed [104]. Redox proteomics analysis
(methods discussed below) of these samples led to
the identification of oxidized hippocampal proteins,
among which were 14-3-3, GAPDH, phosphoglyc-
erate mutase 1, and pyruvate dehydrogenase [104].
Comparison with redox proteomics results in aMCI
and AD brains (Table 1) shows A�1-42 is able to
replicate some of these same oxidized proteins, par-
ticularly those related to glucose metabolism.

Canine model
The beagle dog deposits A�1-42 of identical amino

acid sequence as humans as a function of age.
In the absence of specific interventions, beagles
show behavior reminiscent of dementia by 15 years
of age [105]. To investigate the role of potential
interventions on brain oxidative stress, 12-year-old
beagles were raised on a high antioxidant diet and
provided a program of enhanced environmental stim-
ulation and exercise. At the end of 3 years of
such interventions, i.e., 15-year-old beagles, oxida-
tive stress in brain was reduced to the levels of
4-year-old beagles and far less than brains from
15-year-old beagles maintained on a diet of dog
chow [106]. Both the high antioxidant diet and
behavioral enrichment were required to lower brain
oxidative stress in aged beagles; neither approach
alone was sufficient to lower oxidative stress in
brain of the aged dogs. These beneficial effects
of diet and behavioral enrichment were inversely
correlated with levels of A�1-42 and error rate on
tests on learning and memory [106]. Redox pro-
teomics studies identified specific brain proteins
that were less oxidized following the combined
high antioxidant diet and behavioral enrichment
programs of the aged beagles. These proteins are
found in neurochemical pathways associated with
synaptic remodeling (learning and memory), glucose
metabolism, Ca2+ homeostasis, and membrane struc-
ture [106]. If translatable to humans, the results of this
study in an animal with A�1-42 of the same amino
acid sequence as humans would suggest that high
antioxidant diets and continued learning through-
out the lifespan, coupled with exercise, may reduce
risk of developing AD. That is, these lifestyle-
related approaches conceivably could be beneficial to
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Table 1
Redox proteomics identification of oxidatively or nitrosatively modified brain proteins from subjects

with Alzheimer’s disease or amnestic mild cognitive impairment

Cellular Function or Pathway Oxidatively or Nitrosatively Modified Brain Proteins
Dysfunction

Glucose Metabolism GRP-78; Alpha-enolase; Aldoase; TPI; GAPDH; PGM;
Pyruvate Kinase; Lactate Dehydrogenase; Aconitase;
Malate Dehydrogenase; Carbonic Anhydrase-2; ATP
Synthase-alpha

Excitotoxicity Glutamine Synthetase
Proteasome HSP70; Ubiquitin C-terminal Hydrolase L-1
Antioxidant Defense MnSOD; Peroxidredoxin 6; Carbonyl Reductase
Lipid and Cholinergic Function Neuropolypeptide h3; GST; MRP-1
Synaptic Plasticity DRP-2 (CRMP-2); Beta-Actin; Alpha-Tubulin;

Gamma-SNAP; Syntaxin Binding Protein-1; Fascin-1
Tau Hyperphosphorylation, A� Production; Cell Cycle Pin 1
Mitochondria VDAC-1
Cell Signaling; Regulation of Antioxidant Proteins;

Apoptosis
14-3-3-Gamma; MAPK-1; p53

Protein Synthesis Initiation Factor-alpha; Elongation Factor-Tu

lowering risk of development and/or progression of
AD.

Redox proteomics identification of oxidatively or
nitrosatively modified proteins in AD and aMCI
and models thereof

Human studies
The field of redox proteomics, pioneered in our

laboratory (reviewed in [107, 108]), was used to iden-
tify brain proteins that are oxidatively or nitrosatively
modified in AD and aMCI. The methods of redox
proteomics we employed [71, 75, 76, 77, 107–114]
involve two-dimensional separation of proteins (iso-
electric focusing followed by SDS-polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis), transfer of the separated pro-
teins to a nitrocellulose membrane, and formation
of a 2-dimensional western blot using primary
antibodies specific for protein-bound HNE, protein-
resident 3NT, or the protein hydrazone formed by
addition of 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine to protein car-
bonyls. Sophisticated image analysis software makes
a spot-by-spot comparison of separated brain pro-
teins on gels and on western blots from AD or
aMCI subjects and aged-matched control subjects
that allows identification of specific elevation of
oxidative or nitrosative stress markers per unit pro-
tein level for statistically differentially oxidatively
or nitrosatively modified proteins. Such identified
spots are cut from the gel followed by in-gel trypsin
digestion, clean up using C18 Zip tip separation
of ions, and subsequent submission of the tryptic
peptides for tandem mass spectrometric analyses
(MS/MS). This latter method provides the amino

acid sequence of these peptides. Interrogation of
protein data bases leads to identification of specific
brain proteins that are oxidatively or nitrosatively
modified, since each protein has a unique amino
acid sequence. Validation of the MS/MS-identified
proteins, often using western blotting meth-
ods, confirms the identification of the damaged
proteins.

As noted above, oxidatively or nitrosatively modi-
fied brain proteins generally are dysfunctional. Using
the above-outlined approach for redox proteomics,
brain proteins and associated decreased functions
were identified (Table 1). This paper provides a
brief discussion of each major class of oxidatively
or nitrosatively modified brain proteins in AD and/or
aMCI.

a) Glucose metabolism is significantly depressed
in brains of patients diagnosed with aMCI, and dra-
matically decreased in patients with late-stage AD
as assessed by F-18dG-positron emission tomog-
raphy [115]. Several glycolytic and some TCA
cycle, and mitochondrial proteins, dysfunctional as
a consequence of their oxidative and/or nitrosative
modification, with correspondingly less ATP pro-
duction, likely contribute to the defect in glucose
utilization in AD and aMCI brain. Lower lev-
els of ATP cause loss of cell potential, which
would open voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, which, in
turn, would initiate numerous detrimental changes
in neurons, e.g., calpain activation, endonuclease
and phospholipase A2 activation, ER dysfunction,
and mitochondrial swelling leading to release of
cytochrome C and initiation of the intrinsic pathway
for apoptosis [77].
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Both enolase and GAPDH are pleiotropic
enzymes, with functions other than those in glycol-
ysis [116, 117]. In addition to in glycolysis, enolase
plays roles in regulation of certain pro-survival path-
ways and in regulation of plasminogen, a pro-enzyme
that is converted to plasmin, a protease that cleaves,
among other proteins, A�1-42. Consequently, loss
of function of enolase due to oxidative modifica-
tion is damaging to neurons on several levels [116].
Similarly, GAPDH has many protective functions
in addition to its role in glycolysis. For example,
GAPDH interacts with the sirtuin, Sirt-1, to modulate
the action of p53, thereby keeping apoptosis in check.
Moreover, GAPDH plays a key role in regulating the
pentose phosphate shunt (PPS) (i.e., in NADPH pro-
duction) and thereby keeping glutathione in a reduced
state via glutathione reductase, which uses NADPH
as a source of reducing equivalents. Because GAPDH
has an unusually high number of thiol-containing
Cys residues, this protein is particularly vulnerable to
NO modification to form nitrosothiols, which inter-
act with the transcription factor Siah-1 to form a
complex that initiates apoptosis. Consequently, when
oxidatively or nitrosatively modified, GAPDH loses
its ability to check p53-mediated apoptosis, causes
VDAC-2 to open in mitochondria with subsequent
efflux of cytochrome C and initiation of apoptosis,
forms high molecular weight aggregates that clog
neurons, and plays as yet not well understood roles
in A�1-42 aggregation and promotion of NFT for-
mation [117]. Consistent with this discussion, the
mitochondrial protein VDAC-1 was identified by
redox proteomics as a nitrosatively modified protein
in AD brain [90].

b) Glutamate-mediated excitotoxicity is an ROS-
related process by which Ca2+ enters neurons
and causes cell death [118]. Following its role in
neurotransmission, Glu is taken up by astrocyte
membrane-resident GLT-1 (EAAT2) and converted
to glutamine by GS. Redox proteomics identified GS
as oxidatively modified, and the resultant loss of func-
tion, coupled with loss of function of GLT-1 because
of HNE modification, makes the AD brain highly vul-
nerable to accumulation of higher synaptic levels of
Glu and induction of excitotoxicity [56].

c) Aggregated or damaged proteins are subjected
to ubiquitinylation by action of E1, E2, and E3 ubiq-
uitin ligases, forming a polyubiquitin chain on the
damaged proteins. Molecular chaperones escort these
polyubiquitinylated proteins to the 26S proteasome
for degradation to small peptides. However, prior to
or just after entering the 19S cap of the 26S cylin-

drically shaped proteasome, the polyubiquitinylated
chain must be removed from the damage, aggregated
protein. This latter function is carried out by ubiquitin
C-terminal hydrolase L-1 (UCH L-1) one ubiqui-
tin residue at a time from the C-terminal end. This
is an essential function since there is a fixed pool
of ubiquitin in the brain, so recycling of ubiquitin
for use on other aggregated and/or damaged proteins
is necessary for proper brain function. UCH L-1 is
oxidatively dysfunctional as shown by our labora-
tory using redox proteomics [56]. Three predictions,
all consonant with known pathophysiology in AD
brain, result from oxidative dysfunction of UCH L-1:
first, that there will be found in AD and aMCI brain
an excess ubiquitinylation of many proteins [119];
second, the large number of hydrophobic ubiquitin
molecules on the damaged aggregated protein that are
not removed will damage the 26S proteasome [120];
and, third, inhibition of the 26S proteasome will result
in a significant accumulation of aggregated, damaged
proteins in the brain of AD and aMCI subjects, a
quintessential pathological aspect of AD [121].

d) Since oxidative stress is suggested by our lab-
oratory to be a key component in the progression
of AD, the oxidative modification of antioxidant
defense enzymes would pose a significant challenge
to neuronal survival in the face of free radical attack
associated in part with A�1-42. Peroxiredoxin 6 scav-
enges peroxides and H2O2 to remove this potentially
pro-oxidative molecule. Consequently, oxidative or
nitrosative modification of this antioxidant enzyme,
as we reported occurs in early AD inferior parietal
or hippocampal brain regions [71, 122], would con-
tribute to the oxidative stress under which the early
AD brain exists and thereby be damaging to neurons.

e) Neuronal signaling is altered in AD and aMCI
brain [123]. Neuropolypeptide h3, also called phos-
phatidylethanolamine binding protein-1, has several
functions, including modulation of Raf/MEK/ERK
signaling, which appears to be compromised in AD
brain [124]. Brain neuropolypeptide h3 was identified
by redox proteomics as nitrosatively modified in early
AD [122] and covalently bound by the lipid peroxida-
tion product HNE in aMCI [74], which conceivably
could contribute to the loss of function of this key
signaling pathway. Other signaling-related proteins
oxidatively or nitrosatively modified in AD and/or
aMCI brain and likely dysfunctional include: 14-3-3
proteins (that form bridges between different proteins
involved in signaling and regulates their activity)
[125]; p53 (modified by nitration, HNE, and glu-
tathionylation in AD and aMCI brain) [126–128] and
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which inversely regulates antioxidant protein activity
[129], influences the mitochondrial proteome [130],
especially MnSOD [131]; and MAPK-1, which may
be modulated by neuropolypeptide h3 [74, 122, 125].

f) Synaptic plasticity is required for learning and
memory. Several proteins involved in making synap-
tic connections (dihydropyrimidinase-related protein
2, also called collapsin response-mediated pro-
tein 2, CRMP2), neurotransmission (gamma SNAP;
syntaxin binding protein-1), and axonal structural
proteins (beta-actin, alpha tubulin, fascin-1) are
oxidatively or nitrosatively modified and therefore
structurally altered and likely less functional in AD
brain [110], may contribute to the loss of cognition
in aMCI and AD.

g) Oxidative stress and neuropathology. Based
on our redox proteomics studies, we opine that
oxidative dysfunction of a single protein, peptidyl-
prolyl cis/trans-isomerase (Pin1), may be intimately
associated with, if not account for, three major
histopathological characteristics of AD and aMCI
brain: senile plaques, NFTs, and activation of the neu-
ronal cell cycle [132]. Pin1 is a regulatory protein that
modulates the activities of proteins to which it binds.
Phosphorylated Ser or Thr on the N-terminal side of a
Pro is the binding sequence of the protein recognized
by the WW domain of Pin1. As a hinge protein, the
active site of Pin1 rolls up to change the Pro residue
of the protein to which Pin1 is bound from the trans to
cis conformation or vice versa. Such a change makes
an enormous change in local structure of the proteins
to which Pin1 binds, thereby regulating the activity
of the latter.

Two key AD-related proteins to which Pin1 binds
are APP and tau [133]. If Thr 668 of APP is phos-
phorylated, Pin1 will bind to this protein from which
A�42 emanates. If the Pro residue on the N-terminal
side of phosphorylated Thr 668 is in the trans confor-
mation, the non-amyloidogenic pathway is engaged
and the brain is protected; in contrast, if the Pro is
in the cis conformation, amyloidogenic processing
of APP is engaged, leading to neurotoxic A�1-42.
That is, if the Pro adjacent to phosphorylated Thr
668 is in the cis conformation, oxidatively dysfunc-
tional Pin1 is unable to switch the Pro of APP into a
neuroprotective trans conformation, leading to excess
A�1-42 and subsequent senile plaques. Similarly,
hyperphosphorylation of tau leads to dissociation of
this microtubule-stabilizing protein, forming NFTs,
and the destabilized microtubules lead to loss to
transport of mitochondria to the presynaptic ter-
minus, starving the synaptic region of ATP. As a

consequence, cell potentials change, opening Ca2+
channels, permitting Ca2+ enters the cells and lead
to neurotoxic events as noted above. Pin1 binds to,
and modulates, tau as well as to some of the primary
tau kinases (such as GSK-3�) and phospho-tau phos-
phatases (such as PP2A) [132], contributing to the
phosphorylation state of tau. We found using redox
proteomics that Pin1 was oxidatively dysfunctional
in both aMCI and AD brain [72, 134].

Neurons are postmitotic cells. We opine that due
to the significant oxidative stress under which AD
and aMCI brains exist and subsequent neurotoxicity,
neurons attempt to undergo mitosis and enter the cell
cycle. However, they become trapped in this cycle,
and ultimately undergo apoptosis. This hypothesis
was confirmed by others for AD [135] and by our
laboratory for aMCI [136, 137]. Pin1 is critical to
the function of the cell cycle [137], so oxidative dys-
function of Pin1 potentially contributes to the death
of neurons that enter the cell cycle.

Likely explaining the loss of activity of Pin1 in AD
and aMCI brain reported by us [72, 134], in collabo-
ration with Prof. K. Ping Lu, we recently reported that
the Cys-113 active site of Pin1 was highly oxidized
[138]. Taken together, oxidative dysfunction of Pin1
conceivably can contribute to, if not account for, three
major neuropathological alterations in AD and aMCI
brain, and as such, may be a promising therapeutic
target for these disorders.

h) Proteomics analyses of brains of subjects with
mutations in the gene PS-1, form of inherited AD
led to identification of neuronal-specific gamma-
enolase, actin, UCH L-1, and dimethylarginine
dimethylamino hydrolase (DMDAH), suggesting
these proteins are critical to the pathogenesis of this
dementing disorder [139]. These results demonstrate
that inherited and sporadic AD have similarly oxida-
tively modified proteins. Several of these proteins
were discussed above. DMDAH is associated with
NO function, and therefore conceivably could con-
tribute to the excess 3NT found in AD and aMCI
brain [70, 92, 122].

In vivo studies of animal models of AD

a) C. elegans. Redox proteomics investigation
of C. elegans expressing human A�1-42 identified
oxidatively modified proteins (indexed by protein
carbonyls) that occur in pathways related to fatty acid
oxidation, protein synthesis, the citric acid cycle, pro-
teasome function, PPS, and glutathione removal of
HNE from cells via glutathione-S-transferase [140].
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Each of these pathways are dysfunctional in AD
brain. For example, glutathione-S-transferase has
excess HNE covalently bound to it [141], and like
other HNE-bound proteins would be expected to
be dysfunctional. This phenomenon would have the
effect of higher levels of HNE-bound proteins in
both human brain and C. elegans that express human
A�1-42, both of which are known as described above.
Another example of an oxidized protein found in
C. elegans that express human A�1-42 is transke-
tolase, a key component of the PPS, in which the
major reducing agent NADPH is produced. Con-
sequently, lower levels of NADPH would have an
effect on the reduction of oxidized glutathione via
glutathione reductase, which is known in AD to
have altered activity [142], and decreased biosyn-
thesis in reactions that require reducing equivalents
supplied by NADPH. Each of the other pathways
mentioned above, known to be dysfunctional in AD
brain, strengthen the notion that A�1-42 contributes
significantly to the oxidative modification of key pro-
teins and resulting dysfunction of important cellular
pathways that impact neuronal survival in AD [140].

b) Mouse models.

1) APP/PS-1 human double mutant knock-in mice.
Brains from these mice were collected as a func-
tion of age from 1–15 months of age, and redox
proteomics to identify brain proteins with excess
protein carbonyls was performed and compared to
that of WT mice of the same background and age
in order to control for the known effect of increas-
ing protein carbonyls in brain with aging [97].
Brain proteins that were highly significantly oxida-
tively modified at each age group compared to the
respective control brain proteins are indicated in
Table 2. Examination of this table indicates that a
considerable number of oxidatively or nitrosatively
modified brain proteins in this mouse model of AD
are the same as the human disease, suggesting that
human A�1-42-associated oxidative stress is critical
to the molecular changes observed in both cases.
As noted above, NAC treatment led to decreased
oxidative stress in the brain of these KI mice [100].
Proteomics analyses showed that glutamate dehydro-
genase was elevated in 9-month-old, NAC-treated
mice, while alpha-enolase and pyruvate kinase were
both elevated at 12 months following NAC treatment
[103]. Each of these enzymes are involved in ATP
production via the TCA cycle (from the resulting
alpha-ketoglutarate formed) or glycolysis, consistent
with the neuroprotective effect of NAC to increase

glucose utilization that is lost in these mice (and AD)
with age.

2) The brain from the J20 mouse, with Swe/Ind
human double mutant APP, was subjected to redox
proteomics [101]. In the brain of the J20 mouse, we
found Pin1 and phosphatidylethanolamine-binding
protein-1 (also called neuropolypeptide h3 as noted
above) were nitrosatively modified indexed by
excess 3NT. The significance and importance of
Pin1 were discussed above as was the case for
neuropolypeptide h3.

c) Canine model. Redox proteomics results of the
beagle model were discussed above.

Other in vivo studies in AD and aMCI

1) HO-1/BVR-A
The heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1)/bilverdin

reductase-A system, which produces bilirubin,
an antioxidant at low levels [143], is highly
nitrosatively modified and dysfunctional in AD and
aMCI brain [144–146]. Since HO-1 degrades pro-
oxidant heme, dysfunction of HO-1 can contribute
to oxidative stress. Similarly, since BVR-A converts
biliverdin to bilirubin, oxidative dysfunction of
BVR-A could lead to oxidative stress. Moreover,
since BVR-A is a pleiotropic enzyme, acting as
both a reductase for bilverdin and as a kinase
for the insulin signaling enzyme, insulin receptor
substrate-1 (IRS-1), depending on the type and
location of phosphorylation, nitrosative modification
of BVR-A could affect insulin signaling in AD and
aMCI brain [147]. Together with our collaborator,
Prof. Marzia Perluigi and her laboratory, we recently
showed that this notion is indeed the case [147, 148].

2) Heat shock proteins (HSPs). Analysis of brains
from subjects with aMCI demonstrated differen-
tial levels and oxidative modification of key HSPs,
including HSP 27, 32, 60, 70, and 90 [149], consistent
with decreased ability to refold aggregated, damaged
proteins or transport such proteins for degradation
through the proteostasis network that occurs early in
the progression of AD.

3) The mammalian target of rampamycin (mTOR),
if activated, leads to inhibition of autophagy and
induction of insulin resistance [150, 151]. Activation
of mTOR can occur by activation of PI3K/Akt path-
way by A�1-42 [152]. Once activated, mTOR leads
to accumulation of cellular detritus and damaged
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Table 2
Proteomic identification of brain proteins with excessive levels of protein carbonyls

as a function of age in APP/PS-1 knock-in mice. From [97]

Age of the mice Oxidatively modified proteins Identified

1 month 14-3-3 zeta/delta/gamma
6 months Alpha-enolase; Pyruvate Dehydrogenase E1
9 months Alpha-enolase; 14-3-3 zeta/delta/gamma; Pin 1
12 months Alpha-enolase; 14-3-3 zeta/delta/gamma; Pin 1; Beta-synuclein;

ATP synthase-alpha
15 months Alpha-enolase; 14-3-3 zeta/delta/gamma; Pin 1; Beta-actin; ATP

synthase-alpha

organelles due to inhibition of autophagy that can lead
to neuronal death. Moreover, activated mTOR is a
kinase, one substrate of which is the protein p70S6K,
which then becomes a kinase, one substrate of which
is IRS-1 (Ser-307) [151]. Phosphorylation of Ser-307
of IRS-1 is a biochemical marker of insulin resis-
tance. We examined brains from subjects with AD
and aMCI to demonstrate for the first time that insulin
resistance is prominent in aMCI, well before demen-
tia occurs [150]. This may have relevance to the
increased risk of developing AD by those with type
2 diabetes mellitus [153]. Moreover, we showed that
autophagy was inhibited in brain even at the PCAD
stage of the disease [150]. Our results are consistent
with the notion that inhibitors of mTOR may be a
promising therapeutic approach to slow progression
of AD.

4) Potential biomarkers. It is now widely accepted
that neuropathology of AD occurs in brain approx-
imately two decades prior to onset of clinical
cognitive impairments [154]. Consequently, identi-
fying biomarkers much earlier than the onset of
symptoms would be great benefit to early interven-
tions to slow or inhibit progression of the stages
of AD. In a study in collaboration with our col-
leagues at the Universities of Valencia and Rome
La Sapienza, redox proteomics for cerebrospinal
(CSF) proteins modified by protein carbonyls from
aMCI and AD patients were conducted [155]. Several
important results and conclusions of this study were
reached: a) Oxidized proteins in CSF from aMCI
were largely conserved in CSF from AD patients,
suggesting that oxidative stress in CSF occurs many
years before onset of dementia; b) Proteins involved
in inflammation, inhibition of proteases, vitamin D
binding, fatty acid, and A�1-42 transport, among
others, were oxidized in both aMCI and AD CSF,
and therefore likely dysfunctional. c) Loss of func-
tion of these proteins have many pathological and
potential therapeutic implications. For example, dys-

function of vitamin D-binding protein may relate to
the widely-accepted notion that low vitamin D is
a major risk factor for developing AD [156, 157].
Conceivably, excess oxidative modification of ApoE
in both aMCI and AD is consistent with the oxida-
tion of fatty acids of lipoproteins, which can increase
levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Prostaglandin-
H2 D-isomerase (PGHD2) was oxidized in CSF
from patients with both conditions compared to
controls. This protein converts prostaglandin H2 to
prostaglandin D2, the latter involved in sleep regula-
tion. It is noteworthy that lack of sufficient sleep is
emerging as a significant risk factor for developing
AD [158], so oxidation of PGHD2 could contribute
to this risk factor. Moreover, PGHD2 may be a chap-
erone for A�1-42, suggesting oxidation of this protein
could lead to more deposition of this neurotoxic
peptide. We suggest that oxidation of the proteins
identified in CSF in aMCI and AD could be critically
important in the progression of AD and their redox
proteomics identification may contribute to the panel
of biomarkers that can diagnose onset of AD before
clinical symptoms appear.

Similarly, we investigated mitochondria from
peripheral lymphocytes in patients with AD and
aMCI to demonstrate elevated oxidative stress in both
cases, showing that lymphocyte-resident mitochon-
drial oxidative stress occurs early in the progression
of AD [159, 160]. Moreover, proteomics analysis
identified similar proteins as found in brain as having
differential levels in both aMCI and AD, showing,
like oxidative stress, that altered levels of these pro-
teins occur early in the progression of AD. Especially
elevated were ATP synthase and antioxidant proteins,
possibly reflecting attempts by mitochondria in lym-
phocytes to combat oxidative stress present. These
findings, though by themselves likely could not serve
as definitive biomarkers for AD and aMCI, suggest
that analysis of oxidative stress and protein alterations
in CSF and peripheral lymphocyte mitochondria con-
ceivably could be part of a panel of biomarkers that
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could be used to predict those who were on the path
to aMCI and AD.

5) Phosphoproteomics. In addition to redox pro-
teomics, we examined another posttranslational
modification, phosphorylation, by phosphopro-
teomics in brains from subjects with three stages of
AD: PCAD, aMCI, late-stage AD [161, 162]. Read-
ers are directed to the primary papers for more details,
but comparison across all three stages of AD demon-
strated that altered phosphorylation (and therefore
altered function) of two key proteins, the calcium-
related protein, regucalcin, and gelsolin, a synaptic
membrane remodeling-related protein required for
learning and memory, were present in all stages of
this disorder. These proteins are consistent with the
findings in AD of calcium dyshomeostasis [163] and
altered learning and memory [123], and we hypothe-
size that these two proteins could be therapeutically
targeted in early stages of AD.

Down Syndrome (DS) and AD

DS results from trisomy of chromosome 21
entirely or in part. Both genetic alterations and envi-
ronmental factors work together to determine the
severity of the genetic phenotypes. Genetic instabil-
ity as a consequence of the trisomy of chromosome
21 and the gene-dosage hypothesis contribute to the
phenotypes presented and their severity. While there
is intellectual disability from birth to about 40 years
of age, for most DS patients there is a conversion
between the ages of 40–50 to dementia associated
with fully expressed AD neuropathology [164]. Some
of the studies from the Butterfield laboratory per-
formed in collaboration with Profs. Elizabeth Head
(also at the University of Kentucky) and Marzia Per-
luigi (University of Rome, La Sapienza) are outlined
below:

a) Oxidative stress-related genes are coded on Chr.
21, among which are Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase
(which produces pro-oxidant H2O2), Bach 1 (a tran-
scriptional repressor of HO-1), and APP (from which
A�1-42 is formed). Oxidative stress occurs extremely
early in DS [165]: we reported that amniotic fluid
of mothers carrying DS fetuses show increased
oxidative stress, and redox proteomics identified
oxidatively modified proteins in amniotic fluid that
are consistent with the spectrum of phenotypes asso-
ciated with DS [166]. Additional redox proteomics
studies of brain proteins modified by protein car-
bonyls or protein-bound HNE from persons with DS,

DS with AD, and the corresponding age-matched
controls were conducted [150, 164, 167–170]. The
results identified oxidatively modified and likely
dysfunctional brain proteins in pathways related to
glucose metabolism, the proteostasis network, mTOR
activation, and neurotransmission in DS and in the
transition from DS to DS with AD. That is, such pro-
teins were quite similar, if not identical, to redox
proteomics-identified brain proteins in aMCI and
AD. This is the case also with polyubiquitinylated
brain proteins in AD and DS with AD involving
oxidized proteins associated with the ubiquitin pro-
teasome system [119, 171].

Consequently, based on completed and ongoing
oxidative stress and redox proteomics studies of
brains from persons with DS at different ages both
information and insights to both the molecular pro-
cesses of DS and AD have emerged.

b) Other oxidative stress studies in brains from
individuals with DS or DS with AD include
identification of Bach1 as overexpressed and acti-
vation of p53. Bach1 represses transcription of
HO-1, meaning that antioxidant bilirubin is not
produced sufficiently [172]. Activation of p53 in
brain with DS and DS with AD persons led to
enhanced apoptosis, conceivably contributing to
the cognitive dysfunction and dementia observed,
respectively [173].

Implications and importance of AD-related
research in the butterfield laboratory

Studies employing measures of oxidative stress
and redox proteomics identify four recurring altered
pathways or processes secondary to oxidative dam-
age to constituent brain proteins in these pathways or
processes from persons with aMCI, AD, or DS with
AD that are interrelated and contribute to neuronal
death. These pathways and processes altered in these
AD-related conditions named above form a “Quadri-
lateral of Neuronal Death” (Fig. 2) and include:
glucose metabolism, mTOR activation, proteostasis
network (ubiquitin proteasome system; autophagy;
ER-resident unfolded protein response), and protein
phosphorylation [114, 161, 162]. Some of these path-
ways and processes are altered even in brains of
persons with PCAD. Consequently, our laboratory
has contributed significantly to the notion that oxida-
tive stress now is considered an integral part of the
pathophysiology and progression of AD. In aMCI,
AD, and DS with AD, A�1-42-associated oxida-
tive stress or indirect oxidative stress secondary to
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Fig. 2. A�1-42-mediates accumulated oxidative damage resulting
in decreased glucose metabolism, mTOR activation, altered pro-
tein homeostasis, and altered protein phosphorylation leading in
neuronal death in aMCI and AD brain.

A�1-42 (e.g., mitochondrial alterations) are impli-
cated [71, 75–77, 107–114, 174, 175]. We believe
that targeting these pathways pharmacologically and
with lifestyle modifications potentially may provide
a multi-pronged strategy to slow or perhaps one day,
prevent, progression or development of this devastat-
ing dementing disorder.
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